
VARIO M3

VARIO M3 cabinet system is a
comprehensive, economical
storage space program with three
different depths of 428, 495 or 600
mm.

From 1 to 6 OH, this modular system allows for ever new
combinations and then blends into a convincing whole. The
equipment with fabric-covered visible rear panels, sound-
absorbing fronts and a multitude of sophisticated features
round off this program.

Whether open, with drawers, with hinged doors, transverse
roller shutters or sliding doors - the VARIO M3 cabinet
system stands for design diversity and formal unity.

M3 is a carcass cabinet system with different front variants
and a uniform height grid of 370 mm per file height. The
sides are located between the top shelf and the bottom
shelf. All cabinets are equipped with a grooved 16 mm thick
visible rear panel. Different bottom groups guarantee easy
height compensation and can also be a design element.

Modern handle strips, a recessed joint pattern, soft-closing
of the hinged doors and other technical details make the
M3 cabinets one of the best thought-out and most clearly
designed storage systems on the market. Also the
equipment leaves hardly any wishes unfulfilled: Wooden or
steel shelf, hanging pull-out, small pull-out insert, pull-out
clothes rail, card index lanes and differentiated
compartment division.

The VARIO M3 transverse roller shutter cabinet with

Hinged door cabinet
width 400, 600, 800, 1000, 1200 mm
depth 428, 495, 600 mm
height 1 - 6 BH

Transverse roller shutter cabinet
width 800, 1000 mm (up to 6 BH)
width 1200 mm (up to 5 BH)
width 1600 mm (up to 3 OH) with middle wall
depth 428, 495 mm
height 1 - 6 BH

Sliding door cabinet
width 800, 1000, 1200, 1600 mm (1200, 1600 mm with
middle wall)
depth 428, 495, 600 mm
height 1- 3 OH up to width 1600 mm
height 1- 4 OH up to width 1200 mm
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maximum storage space utilization is excellently suited for
the zoning of large office units due to its minimal space
consumption. The restrained design corresponds well with
an architectural environment.

Optionally, the rear walls and roller shutter elements can
be equipped with sound-absorbing features. In this way,
the VARIO M3 cabinet system contributes to a reduction in
construction costs in the acoustically effective equipping of
buildings.

Translated with www.DeepL.com/Translator (free version)
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Equipment

handle bar 

bow-type handle, oval 

square handle 

Cross roller shutter 

barrel handle 

bow-type handle, angular 

integrated handle 

Transverse roller shutter standard version 
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Sound-absorbing transverse roller shutter 

sliders  

base high 

sound-absorbent visible rear wall

Sliding doors 

base  

frame 
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Product family

M3 Locker Cabinet
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